Introduction
============

Protein-protein interactions (PPIs) are central to the proper functioning of the most basic molecular mechanisms underlying cellular life, and are often perturbed in disease states. It is predicted that the human complement of PPIs (the interactome) numbers between 130,000 and 600,000 \[[@B1],[@B2]\]. These include interactions of structural proteins inside the cell, and multi-protein complexes that are involved in core processes such as transcription and translation, cell-cell adhesion and communication, protein synthesis and degradation, cell cycle control and signaling cascades. The study of PPI networks and the global physical organization of cells is needed to provide a better understanding of basic cellular biochemistry and physiology (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). It is therefore no surprise that when the homeostatic state of an organism or an individual cell is disturbed (as a result of environmental stress or in a disease state) the \'normal\' patterns of PPIs are disturbed.

![**Schematic representation of alterations in protein-protein interactions under pathological conditions**. A highly simplified view of how disease-related proteins can drive disease processes by altering individual protein complexes and protein network dynamics. They can replace and co-opt \'steady state\' protein complex components or can interfere with normal protein network interactions. By identifying proteins in complex with known disease-related proteins, interacting members of the complex can be then be designated as candidates with a role in pathological progression.](gm441-1){#F1}

Many of these disruptions can often be considered side products of a disease that have no significant functional consequence, but others can frequently play a major causal role in disease and have a central impact on the initiation or progression of a pathology (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). For example, the role of PPI disturbances in the interactome of the p53 tumor suppressor protein, caused by mutations in its gene, are well established \[[@B3],[@B4]\]; disruptions in the desmosome-mediated interactions between cells have been implicated in a variety of diseases \[[@B5]\]; aberrant PPIs causing the accumulation of protein aggregates can result in a number of neurodegenerative diseases \[[@B6],[@B7]\]; and host-pathogen PPIs are of central importance in infection \[[@B8],[@B9]\]. Therefore, depending on the pathological scenario, the monitoring and study of PPIs in different biological models can provide interesting and significant options for both diagnostic and therapeutic targets that have potential for broader clinical applicability. The major biomedical goal of identifying and studying PPI networks in disease states is the development of therapies targeting interactions that are functionally relevant to disease progression and patient outcomes. Another long-term clinical goal would be the identification of disease-specific patterns of PPIs, which could serve as disease- or treatment-responsive biomarkers whose selective measurement leads to improved diagnostics or prognostics for common human disorders.

Technological advances in genomics and proteomics have spawned a large number of comprehensive studies that, in turn, have generated huge amounts of data. In recent years, innovative developments in the application of highly sensitive and accurate forms of mass spectrometry (MS) to biological specimens have provided considerable progress in the rapidly emerging fields of metabolomics, lipidomics, glycomics and proteomics. These include the large-scale identification and characterization of a number of post-translational modifications (PTMs) on proteins (phosphorylation, glycosylation, ubiquitylation, methylation and so on). Most notable, however, advances in large-scale protein-interaction mapping have led to a significant expansion in our understanding of both the composition of protein complexes and their arrangement within broader cellular PPI networks that are often perturbed under disease states. There have been several reviews of technical developments in the identification and characterization of PPIs and protein complexes \[[@B10]-[@B13]\]. Here, we examine the application of MS-based experimental analyses of model systems to explore heterogeneous PPI networks and protein complexes in the context of human disease.

MS-driven interactome studies now serve as a complement to, and extension of, high-throughput mRNA expression profiling and next-generation sequencing platforms. In addition to two-hybrid assay systems, which have been used with great success in mapping individual PPIs, including transient interactions \[[@B14]-[@B16]\], MS-based methodologies have become the major tool for the detection of stably co-purifying multi-component (heteromeric) protein complexes. Together, these two tools have led to the characterization of global PPI networks. In the absence of suitably stringent computational filtering, however, unbiased interaction screens often come at the price of a high false-discovery rate, which necessitates independent experimental validation to verify predicted PPIs.

There are several different types of methodology that utilize MS for the purposes of systematic PPI discovery and global characterization of the components of stable protein complexes. For example, protein complexes can be isolated using affinity purification (AP), using either a tagged \'bait\' protein or co-immunoprecipitation (co-IP) if an antibody is available. This is normally followed by \'bottom up\' proteomic identification of the purified proteins, which entails proteolytic cleavage of the protein mixture (usually by trypsin) followed by MS-based sequencing of the resulting peptides, from which the protein identities can be deduced. A general workflow for the biochemical isolation of protein complexes and their subsequent MS-based identification is shown in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. When experimental parameters are optimized, AP/MS-based approaches can often reliably detect interactions for even low-abundance proteins \[[@B17]\], but scaling up to hundreds of targets or more remains a challenge. Conversely, traditional biochemical or chromatographic co-fractionation of endogenous protein complexes has recently been shown to be a viable option for the global profiling of native PPI interaction networks in cell lines (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), albeit at the cost of reduced sensitivity.

![**The isolation of protein complexes and the identification of components**. **(a)**Approaches for the isolation of protein complexes. Prior to the MS-based identification of individual polypeptides, physically associated protein complexes can be isolated from crude extracts using either: **(i)**co-purification (AP) of stably associated protein interactors of a tagged bait protein that is expressed in a cell; **(ii)**antibody-based pull-down (co-IP) of complexes containing a protein target of interest; or **(iii)**biochemical co-fractionation of protein complexes using native chromatographic separation. **(b)**Liquid chromatography (LC)-MS-based identification is then performed to characterize the co-purifying protein complex components. **(i)**Proteins are initially cleaved by a protease (normally trypsin) to generate peptides, which are subjected to reverse-phase LC separation followed by electrospray ionization prior to MS analysis. **(ii)**In the first mass analyzer (MS1) charged peptides with the highest intensity are sequentially selected (one by one) for collision-induced fragmentation. The second mass analyzer (MS2) records the mass of peptide fragments (with signal peaks expressed as mass to charge ratios (m/z)). **(iii)**MS1 and MS2 data for each peptide are then used together to search a cognate protein sequence database to produce a list of confidently identified peptides and proteins.](gm441-2){#F2}

In addition to traditional \'bottom-up\' shotgun proteomics-based protein identification, emerging \'targeted\' and \'data-independent\' acquisition (DIA) MS strategies can also be utilized to monitor PPIs. For DIA MS methods, such as SWATH™ \[[@B18]\], protein identification is achieved by selecting precursor ions for MS2 fragmentation using an incremental mass range window, as opposed to choosing only the most abundant species as during shotgun MS2 sequencing. Conversely, targeted MS approaches, such as selected reaction monitoring (SRM)-based methods (reviewed in \[[@B19]\]), require *a priori*knowledge of the protein components of interest to be analyzed, and hence can only be used to measure pre-selected proteins. Protein-interaction dynamics can be monitored using quantitative MS-based procedures, again in either a targeted or global proteomic fashion. Accurate MS-based global (whole proteome) quantification can be achieved using label-based (for example, stable isotope) or label-free approaches \[[@B20]\].

As far as the biomedical and translational medicine fields are concerned, the major motivation and hope is that the study of PPI networks and protein complexes will yield practical advances in the understanding of the molecular basis of disease processes, which in turn can lead to improvements in diagnostics and therapeutics. For this goal to be achievable, the above-mentioned methodologies must be applied in the proper context. This is where the choice of model system for any particular disease and the interpretation of the resulting data become crucial. In choosing pertinent studies to address in this review, we have narrowed the scope by focusing on studies that derive PPIs primarily on the basis of direct experimental data rather than by inference from bioinformatic analysis alone, although some major studies of this latter type will be addressed. Recent studies utilizing MS for the identification of PPIs relevant in human disease are summarized in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Recent studies utilizing MS for identification of PPIs relevant in human disease

  Model system   Disease                            Approach                                                                                                                              Reference(s)
  -------------- ---------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------
  **Microbes**   HIV infection                      AP-MS, co-IP-MS identification of HIV-host PPIs                                                                                       \[[@B36]-[@B38]\]
                 Viral infection                    AP-MS identification of virus-host PPIs                                                                                               \[[@B39]\]
                 Measles                            AP-MS identification of virus-host PPIs                                                                                               \[[@B40]\]
                 Hepatitis C                        AP-MS identification of virus-host PPIs                                                                                               \[[@B41]\]
                 Japanese encephalitis              AP-MS identification of virus-host PPIs                                                                                               \[[@B42]\]
                 Lyme disease                       Biochemical fractionation followed by native gel MS identification of protein complexes in outer membrane of *Borrelia burgdorferi*   \[[@B45]\]
                 *Chlamydia*infection               Shotgun proteomic identification of *Chlamydia trachomatis*outer membrane protein complexes                                           \[[@B46]\]
                 Bacterial meningitis               Two-dimensional native gel MS identification of outer membrane protein complexes in *Neisseria meningitides*                          \[[@B47]\]
                 MRSA infection                     AP-MS identification of *Staphylococcus aureus*protein complexes                                                                      \[[@B48]\]
                 Pneumonia                          AP-MS of protein complexes in *Mycoplasma pneumoniae*                                                                                 \[[@B49]\]
                                                                                                                                                                                          
  **Mouse**      Multiple sclerosis                 AP-MS identification of LRP-1-interacting proteins                                                                                    \[[@B56]\]
                 Huntington\'s disease              AP-MS identification of huntingtin-interacting proteins                                                                               \[[@B57],[@B58]\]
                 Bovine spongiform encephalopathy   AP-MS identification of prion protein interactors                                                                                     \[[@B60]\]
                 Schizophrenia                      AP-MS identification of DLG4 protein interactors                                                                                      \[[@B59]\]
                                                                                                                                                                                          
  **Human**      Breast cancer                      AP-MS identification of SCRIB and ER alpha-interacting proteins                                                                       \[[@B71]\]
                 Leber congenital amaurosis         AP-MS identification of proteins interacting with mutant lebercilin                                                                   \[[@B72]\]
                 Muscular dystrophy                 Co-IP MS identification of dystrophyin-interacting proteins                                                                           \[[@B73]\]
                 Lung cancer                        AP-MS identification of EGFR-associated proteins                                                                                      \[[@B75]\]
                 Melanoma                           AP-MS identification of HIF2-interacting proteins                                                                                     \[[@B76]\]

MRSA, methicillin-resistant *Staphylococcus aureus*.

Microbes as cell models
=======================

Unicellular organisms such as yeast have served as tractable models to probe the molecular biology of eukaryotes, whereas most major human pathogens are prokaryotes. Hence, PPIs have been studied in microbes in great detail. Several landmark studies have contributed greatly to our understanding of the role PPI networks play at all levels of life. The first studies utilizing MS-based approaches in studying PPIs were performed in two of the most basic model systems used in molecular biology, the Gram-negative bacterium *Escherichia coli*and the budding yeast *Saccharomyces cerevisiae*. Owing to their experimental amenability (in terms of genetic manipulation, generation time and so on), these model systems have proven invaluable in proof-of-concept method development in the MS-based interactomics field. Important from a clinical perspective, a significant number of complexes and PPIs that have been mapped in microbes are conserved (to a varying degree) in humans, and disturbances in their normal homeostatic patterns can be indicative or even causative in disease conditions.

The most suitable methodology for study of protein complexes and PPI in these model systems has proven to be the affinity purification of protein complexes followed by MS identification (AP-MS). The existence of genome-scale libraries of genetically engineered *E. coli*and yeast strains expressing individually tagged proteins from native promoters has allowed for the relatively rapid isolation and large-scale mapping of stable protein interactomes in both of these organisms, including most recently membrane-associated complexes \[[@B21]\]. Tandem affinity purification (TAP) \[[@B22],[@B23]\] and sequential peptide affinity (SPA) tagging technologies \[[@B24],[@B25]\] have also contributed to the streamlining of AP-MS identification and characterization of PPIs and heterogeneous protein complexes. These methods allowed for the unprecedented characterization of widely conserved protein complexes in yeast \[[@B26]\] and *E. coli*\[[@B27]\].

Because they are eukaryotic and show a greater degree of conservation with humans, baker\'s yeast has been a particularly informative model of human protein complexes and PPIs. Several landmark studies have utilized AP-MS to map the yeast protein interactome in a comprehensive manner \[[@B28]-[@B33]\]. Two of the more comprehensive studies, from our group and that of a competing company (Cellzome), applied matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization-time of flight (MALDI-TOF) and liquid chromatography (LC)-MS in association with TAP of more than 4,500 tagged yeast proteins to map more than 7,000 interactions and to identify 429 putative protein complexes \[[@B26],[@B34]\]. Notable aspects of the two studies were the high technical reproducibility and the reciprocal tagging and purification of candidate interactors that provided an estimate of reliability. Strikingly, however, despite using a similarly stringent experimental approach and being co-published at the same time, the overlap of the predicted complexes and PPI was initially found to be low. This discrepancy was widely interpreted as suggesting the incompleteness or unreliability of high-throughput interaction data, but it was later ascribed to differences in the computational scoring and post-processing of each PPI network, indicating that inconsistent data analysis is a major outstanding issue for the field. In a more recent follow-up study in yeast by our group, a carefully defined set of 501 heterogeneous membrane protein complexes were charted in yeast through the additional analysis and identification of detergent-solubilized proteins \[[@B21]\]. A protein kinase-phosphatase interaction network encompassing transient dynamic regulator-substrate interactions has also been mapped using a modified AP-MS-based approach \[[@B35]\].

Owing to the requirement for novel therapeutics and the related need for understanding molecular pathogenesis, PPIs involving pathogenic bacteria and viruses have also garnered significant attention. In the study of viruses, the major focus is the discovery of novel protein-based antigens for the development of vaccines. The mechanisms of host-pathogen interactions and how the pathogen co-opts the host\'s molecular machinery have also been studied through the examination of host-pathogen PPIs \[[@B8]\]. MS-based methodologies for virus-host proteomics have been reviewed recently \[[@B9]\]. As a result of recent studies of the HIV interactome, several host and viral proteins have been discovered to play a crucial role in the life cycle of infection and appear to have provided potential novel therapeutic targets. An extensive AP-MS-based study of the HIV host-pathogen PPIs was performed \[[@B36]\] by expression of individual tagged HIV proteins transiently in the human embryonic kidney 293 (HEK293) cell line or stably in Jurkat cells (immortalized T lymphocytes) \[[@B37]\]. Putative PPIs from AP-MS were confirmed by co-expression of the strep-tagged viral protein and the TAP-tagged host proteins predicted to interact with it, followed by MS and western blot validation. Using this approach, all 18 HIV-1 proteins were shown with high confidence to be involved in 497 PPIs together with 435 host proteins \[[@B36]\]. A mixture of approaches, including tag-based AP and co-IP followed by MS identification, has been used to identify the host proteins that interact with the HIV pre-integration complex, a key nucleoprotein required for the insertion of the reverse-transcribed viral DNA \[[@B38]\]. MS-based experiments were performed using infected CD4+ human cells.

Other recent examples of viral PPI proteomics studies include the identification of 579 host (human) proteins interacting with 70 open reading frames from 30 different viral species. This work utilized TAP-MS to shed new light on conserved viral mechanisms that disrupt host molecular mechanisms \[[@B39]\]. A pilot study examining the PPIs of the tagged MV-V protein (an important virulence factor) from the measles virus utilized AP-MS to find interactions with proteins found in an infected host cell \[[@B40]\]. Identification of the protein-based interactors of the hepatitis C virus protein NS3/4A (which has several roles essential for interaction with host cells) resulted in the discovery of a host protein (Y-box-binding protein 1) that is crucial to the lifecycle of this virus \[[@B41]\]. By identifying the host\'s binding partners that interact with the core proteins of the Japanese encephalitis virus (a mosquito-borne pathogen), insights were gained into how this pathogen co-opts the host\'s cellular machinery to ensure propagation \[[@B42]\].

*Escherichia coli*has proven to be an ideal model system for the study of interaction networks in bacteria. A global map of close to 6,000 PPIs in *E. coli*covering hundreds of protein products of previously uncharacterized \'orphan\' bacterial genes was recently published by our group \[[@B43]\]. This study utilized AP-MS to identify binding partners of tagged unannotated proteins, which allowed for their functional classification following integration with existing genomic data, and revealed many unexpected and diverse functional associations. In a rare example of a non-AP-based approach, 30 *E. coli*putative membrane-associated protein complexes were also identified using a combination of subcellular fractionation with extensive ion exchange chromatography followed by MS identification of co-eluting polypeptides \[[@B44]\].

The direct examination of PPIs in pathogenic bacteria, either in interactions with the host or within the microbe itself, has also attracted some attention. Protein complexes in bacterial membranes have particular relevance both for antigen identification, which can be used for the generation of vaccines, and because of the presence of integral antibiotic clearing pumps. For example, the outer membrane vesicle protein complexes of the Lyme disease parasite *Borrelia burgdorferi*were recently identified \[[@B45]\]. A shotgun proteomic comparison of different subcellular fractions and subsequent bioinformatic analysis allowed the identification of outer membrane complexes of *Chlamydia trachomatis*, providing insights into this bacterium\'s protein-secretion processes and infectious particle composition, which might be useful for future therapies \[[@B46]\]. Likewise, the outer membrane protein complexes of *Neisseria meningitides*(the pathogen responsible for a number of meningococcal diseases) were also recently elucidated using two-dimensional native gel electrophoresis of intact macromolecules followed by MS \[[@B47]\]. Perhaps most impressively, a PPI map of 608 proteins present in methicillin-resistant *Staphylococcus aureus*(a potentially lethal bacterial pathogen of major concern in the clinic) was elucidated using AP with quantitative MS \[[@B48]\]. Likewise, the components of close to 200 putative protein complexes were identified by AP-MS of TAP tagged proteins in the pneumonia-causing bacterial pathogen *Mycoplasma pneumoniae*\[[@B49]\].

Higher eukaryotic models
========================

Global MS-based interactomic studies have also been performed in higher eukaryotic model systems. For example, AP-MS analysis of over 5,000 individual proteins that were affinity-purified from a fruit fly cell line was used to identify 556 putative protein complexes \[[@B50]\]. Also in this study, further experiments were performed to validate the cross-species conservation of identified PPIs by tagging close to 100 human orthologs of *Drosophila*proteins, followed by AP-MS identification of associated protein complexes in HEK293 cells. Although the test set was biased, there was an impressive 51% overlap between the original fly and the human data sets, validating the fly PPI data as a model for human inferences. Further examination of the similarity between PPIs identified in this study and publicly available interaction data reported from previous yeast and human PPI maps showed great evolutionary conservation in certain biological systems, including three major protein complexes that are involved in protein translation, protein degradation and RNA processing. In addition, p38 mitogen-activated protein kinases (MAPKs) were clearly delineated by identification of their widely interacting partners by AP-MS \[[@B51]\]. Analogous effective methodologies have been established for MS analysis of affinity-purified protein complexes in the multicellular nematode worm *Caenorhabditis elegans*\[[@B49],[@B50]\]. The utility and evolutionary conservation of interaction networks in these and other genetically tractable metazoan organisms is well established, making them powerful models for exploring human biology and disease mechanisms \[[@B52]-[@B55]\].

Mouse
=====

When considering the choice of organism for modeling human disease, the mouse is often the preferred model of choice. Yet because of the associated technical difficulties of creating large numbers of tagged mouse strains for AP-based interactomic studies, alternative approaches have to be considered for the global profiling of PPIs in mammals. Nevertheless, several recent studies have successfully used targeted AP-based approaches followed by MS to identify select PPIs in mouse tissues or derived cell lines that are relevant to human medical conditions.

Diseases of the brain have garnered particular biomedical attention in recent years, and several mouse models of these diseases have been used in interactomic studies. For example, mouse-derived brain tissue and cell lines have been used in conjunction with AP-MS in the characterization of the interactome of LDL receptor-related protein-1 (LRP-1), a recently identified phagocytic receptor for myelin debris in the central nervous system \[[@B56]\]. The identified binding partners further supported the proposed role of this macrophage receptor in potentially preventing the onset of multiple sclerosis \[[@B57]\]. This protective role revolves around the clearance of myelin components from apoptotic oligodendrocytes, thereby preventing inflammation and an autoimmune response. Similarly, AP-MS has been used to identify proteins that are associated with huntingtin in the brain tissue of wild-type mice but not in strains carrying a mutation that causes the Huntington\'s disease phenotype \[[@B57]\]. This suggested a novel role of huntingtin in protein translation \[[@B57]\]. A more expansive huntingtin (htt) interactome subnetwork, comprising over 700 candidate proteins, was likewise identified in mouse brain extracts using AP-MS by Shirasaki *et al.*\[[@B58]\]. This study did not, however, contain any experimental validation of the putative htt interactors, suggesting that the number of candidate proteins would drop following rigorous scoring and independent biological validation. Affinity purification of PSD-95 (DLG4), a membrane-bound kinase from mouse brain, allowed the identification of physically associated synaptic protein complexes that had been previously linked to schizophrenia and other diseases \[[@B59]\]. Likewise, the interacting partners of the prion protein, the mutant form of which forms aggregates in brain that are responsible for bovine spongiform encephalopathy (mad cow disease), were also recently tentatively identified in transgenic mice by affinity purification \[[@B60]\].

Other rodents represent promising models. For example, co-IP MS was applied to rat-derived myotubes to study the interactome of the insulin receptor substrate-1 protein, which plays a central role in insulin signaling and a proposed role in the development of insulin resistance in diabetes \[[@B61]\]. Although co-IP allowed the pull down of endogenous protein complexes directly from the tissue of interest, without the need for the genetic manipulation required for the tagging of proteins in AP-MS approaches, it must be noted that this strategy depends on the availability of a reliable antibody, whose generation, development and subsequent validation is cumbersome and time-consuming.

Mouse-derived embryonic stem (ES) and induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cells are playing an increasingly important role as model systems for discovery studies and for screening potential therapeutics for a number of major diseases. Several interactomic studies have been performed in mES and iPS cells, complementing the molecular-profiling efforts routinely reported for these systems. The interactomes of OCT4 and SOX, two of the four \'Yamanaka\' transcription factors required for the generation of pluripotent cells, were recently characterized in mouse ES cells by different AP-MS approaches \[[@B62]-[@B65]\]. These studies provided insight into the mechanisms of establishment and regulation of pluripotency in mouse ES cells. An analogous AP-MS study in mouse ES cells by our group, utilizing a mammalian affinity purification and lentiviral expression (MAPLE) system, was used to identify a novel link between the Klf4 reprogramming transcription factor and the chromatin-remodeling machinery that is required for efficient induction of pluripotency \[[@B66]\].

Human
=====

The vast majority of MS-based studies of PPIs in human cells have been performed under tissue-culture conditions using a few representative cell lines, the vast majority of which are cancer-derived or transformed. Methodologies that can achieve high levels of coverage and recovery, similar to those provided by the large libraries of tagged proteins in yeast and *E. coli*, are being developed through the use of efficient tags and stable delivery mechanisms (such as lentivirus or clone integration) \[[@B66]\]. There have been several landmark studies in recent years that have contributed greatly to the mapping of a preliminary human protein interactome. Notably, Ewing *et al.*\[[@B67]\] selected over 300 bait proteins on the basis of their proven or predicted association with disease, transiently overexpressed them as Flag-tagged constructs in the HEK293 cell line, and then used AP-MS to identify stably associated binding partners. Following bioinformatic filtering of the initial dataset, the authors reported 6,463 high-confidence PPIs involving 2,235 human proteins. Although no biological validation experiments were performed, some of the protein complexes established in literature were identified in this study, supporting the quality of the network. Using a different co-IP-based strategy, close to 1,800 antibodies were used to identify stably interacting proteins from 3,290 immunoprecipitation pulldowns using extracts from HeLa cells, a popular cervical cancer cell line established more than 60 years ago \[[@B68]\].

Our own group re-analyzed both of these cell lines using an extensive chromatography-based co-fractionation strategy to enrich for stably associated protein complexes, which were subsequently identified by MS \[[@B69]\]. This tagless approach enabled the identification of 13,993 high-confidence physical interactions, linking 3,006 proteins as subunits of 622 putative complexes. Strikingly, the majority of the complexes, including many previously unannotated entities, had subunits that have been linked to human disease, implicating their uncharacterized binding partners as potential candidates in the same or in similar pathologies. Biochemical co-fractionation has also been used in conjunction with stable isotope labeling with amino acids in cell culture (SILAC)-based quantitative MS to study changes in the abundance of soluble cytosolic protein complexes in HeLa cells in response to growth-factor treatment \[[@B70]\].

In addition to the global interactome studies outlined above, there have been several targeted studies examining particular protein associations in specific diseases. For example, TAP-analysis of SCRIB, a protein important in the development of cell polarity, was used to identify a protein complex that is associated with the metastatic progression of breast cancer \[[@B71]\]. AP-MS was also used to isolate and identify proteins that are associated with tagged versions of lebercilin, with the aim of determining the functional consequences of mutations in this protein, which are responsible for the development of Leber congenital amaurosis (a disease causing childhood blindness) \[[@B72]\]. The study provided insights into the molecular mechanisms associated with normal ciliary function and into perturbations that are linked to disease. Co-IP MS identification of proteins from cardiac and skeletal muscle that interact with dystrophin (a protein responsible for a number of myopathies) has also led to the identification of tissue-specific signaling pathways that seem to play a role in cardiac disease and muscular dystrophy \[[@B73]\].

By and large, most of the PPIs reported to date have been studied experimentally in human cancer cell lines. For example, functionally relevant interactors of a mutant p53 protein variant previously shown to increase tumor invasion and metastasis in mice were identified by co-IP-MS in cancer cell lines \[[@B74]\]. Likewise, affinity purification of tagged EGFR (a cell surface receptor that is overexpressed in a number of cancers) led to the identification and quantification (by isobaric tags for relative and absolute quantification (iTRAQ)-based stable isotope labeling) of differential binding partners in lung tumor cell lines \[[@B75]\]. Several proteins with potentially crucial roles in the development of melanoma were elucidated by AP-MS analysis of hypoxia induced factor 2 (HIF2, a transcription factor commonly overexpressed in aggressive cancers) in human melanoma cell lines \[[@B76]\]. Likewise, novel interactors of the adenomatous polyposis coli (APC) oncoprotein were identified by AP-MS in HEK293 cells \[[@B77]\]. Collectively, these studies provided new candidate co-factors of regulators of systems commonly disrupted in cancer.

AP-MS analysis of human cell line models has also been used to monitor the impact of drug treatment on PPI networks and protein complexes. For example, the interactome of the estrogen receptor alpha (ER alpha), a crucial transcription factor in hormone-responsive breast cancer, was analyzed by AP-MS after treating breast cancer cells with three different therapeutic antagonistic ligands in comparison to an agonist \[[@B78]\]. This led to the identification of novel nuclear cofactors for ER alpha, each of which was active when the receptor was bound to a different estrogen antagonist, providing further understanding of their different pharmacological properties. The interactomes of the p53/p63 master tumor suppressor regulators were also recently mapped by AP-MS in cisplatin-treated squamous cell carcinoma cells, thereby probing their involvement in the development of resistance to this chemotherapy \[[@B79]\]. A combination of AP and quantitative MS was also used recently to examine the target-binding specificity of 16 different histone deacetylase (HDAC) inhibitors that have therapeutic potential as anti-cancer drugs \[[@B80]\], with the differences in observed binding profiles supporting unique modes of action.

Bioinformatics from global proteomic and genomic data
=====================================================

Given the difficulties associated with scaling up interaction experiments, the analysis of PPI networks using bioinformatic methods is increasingly popular. One of the most commonly used tools for the visualization and integration of PPI networks is Cytoscape. There are close to 160 publicly available plugins for additional data analysis within this open-source software suite \[[@B81]\]. In general, the source data used in computational approaches to evaluate PPI and even to predict interaction maps come from global mRNA expression-profiling studies. These rely on information from curated interaction databases, populated to a large degree by experimental data emerging from two-hybrid studies, both for scoring and benchmarking the PPI predictions. There are several publicly available databases that contain predictive and experimental PPI information, including Biological General Repository for Interaction Datasets (BioGRID), Database of Interacting Proteins (DIP), Molecular Interactions Database (MINT), and Search Tool for the Retrieval of Interacting Genes/Proteins (STRING) \[[@B1],[@B12]\]. Other available PPI databases and methods of predicting PPI networks have been reviewed recently by Liu and Chen \[[@B82]\].

Nevertheless, experimentally confirmed PPIs stemming from two-hybrid system, AP-MS and small-scale interaction studies account for less than 25% of all human PPIs predicted by certain sources \[[@B83]\]. This gap in knowledge has motivated the development of innovative computational procedures for *de novo*prediction of PPIs, which are not based on direct experimental evidence. Computational methods can utilize existing genomic knowledge of gene and protein evolutionary conservation, gene neighborhoods, subcellular localization, co-expression, structural similarity and docking compatibility to predict PPI networks. The prediction of PPI networks on the basis of AP-MS and other high-throughput data have been reviewed recently \[[@B82],[@B84]\]. Several recent studies have showcased the scope for computational modeling. One modeled a network containing over 94,000 PPIs (462 of which were verified by independent yeast two-hybrid and quantitative MS-based experiments) that implicated TOMM40 as a potential factor in Alzheimer\'s disease \[[@B85],[@B86]\]. Another identified novel PPIs driving apoptosis by prediction based on three-dimensional structures of protein complexes in this pathway \[[@B87]\]. Therefore, there is high hope that closer integration of computational methods and experimental validation can be used to produce reliable PPI networks that will provide a more extensive picture of differences between \'normal\' and disease-perturbed proteomes.

Global predictive studies of these types have been used with some success in delineating potentially clinically informative interactions. For example, disease progression in and clinical outcomes of breast cancer were predicted in a pioneering study based on examining changes in the connectivity of \'hub\' proteins in tumor cells. Existing PPI literature and curated databases were searched and the networks within them overlaid on the public gene expression data to define two different types of PPI modules, those that have protein interactors that are co-expressed only in a specific tissue and those that are co-expressed in all or most tissues \[[@B88]\]. Using gene expression data from breast adenocarcinoma patient samples, changes in these modules were found to be highly predictive of cancer progression and patient morbidity. In another analogous recent study, existing PPI information from databases and gene expression data from patients with aggressive and indolent chronic lymphocytic leukemia were used to predict 38 PPI subnetworks indicative of disease progression \[[@B89]\]. Integrative bioinformatic analysis of gene expression data with existing PPI information has also been used to show that human tissue developmental processes, breast cancer prognosis and the progression of brain cancers reflect a compendium of competing interactions resulting from the combined actions of differentially expressed protein subnetworks \[[@B90]\].

Conclusions
===========

Studies of PPI networks and protein complexes have been performed, to varying extents, on all levels of life, from viruses and unicellular organisms to mammalian model systems and human tissues. To gain the maximal amount of biomedically relevant information, each of these studies should not be looked at separately because information useful to clinical applications can potentially be found in each model system. The scope of the yeast and bacterial AP-MS datasets and the experimental versatility of these organisms, in terms of genetic manipulation and established methodologies and resource databases, have proven to be indispensable in the development of the basic technologies and bioinformatic approaches used in the study of physical interaction networks and in identifying PPI that are conserved at all levels of life. This has led to a number of analogous interactomic approaches in higher level eukaryotes, allowing for a better understanding of the composition of stable protein complexes and their functional relevance in human disease contexts. The lessons learned from these model systems have begun to be applied in the analysis of human disease networks, with the ultimate goal of porting the analysis directly to clinical samples.

It must be noted that AP-MS approaches often suffer from several significant limitations stemming from the fact that samples produced by affinity purifications contain not only interacting proteins but also proteins that are non-specifically bound to the affinity matrix and other common contaminants resulting from limitations in the enrichment procedure. This results in potentially high false-positive rates. The solution to this issue can partly be found in stringent washing of non-specific binders, but at the cost of losing weak interactions. Dual-step TAP methods can also alleviate this issue but often require large amounts of sample because of losses at each stage. Therefore, stringent controls for the purpose of identifying non-specific binders, computational filtering and independent PPI validation methods are required. The gold standard for the validation of interactions is the IP-western, but with the recent advances in quantitative targeted proteomics in addition to the discovery of PPIs, MS-based methods can now be used for validation studies. Recent applications of the SRM and SWATH methodologies for the discovery and confirmation of interactions with the Grb2 signaling protein can serve as prime examples of strategies for dealing with this complexity of cell systems \[[@B91],[@B92]\].

There are several other major challenges that must be tackled in the coming years, most technical but some computational. These include the need for more comprehensive experimental mapping of lower-abundance protein assemblies and transient PPIs for the purpose of creating more extensive databases of verified PPIs, the development of novel high-throughput, reliable PPI mapping methodologies that could be applied to clinically relevant samples directly, and improvements in bioinformatic analysis and data integration from multiple sources. These three streams of research are proceeding hand-in-hand in our laboratory and many others, and are reliant to a large degree on the model systems being used, each with their inherent advantages and limitations. The next great step in the field will be a move to engage and inspire clinicians to see the value of measuring interaction networks under normal and disease states, as well as the targeting of PPIs by therapeutics and the monitoring of PPI patterns as potential outputs in diagnostic and prognostic screens. Given that the initial steps towards these goals are well under way, the active promotion of translational biomedical problems in research institutions across the world will only help the cause.
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